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Abstract Calls for greater public engagement with science
(PES) are widespread, but there appears to be little agreement
on the meaning and purpose of engagement across the various
actors calling for it. This reflects a persistent gulf between PES
scholars and scientists communicating with the public. We
argue that direct engagement between PES scholars and
scientist-communicators could, by facilitating greater reflex-
ivity, lead to a step-change in the calibre and clarity of activ-
ities that are designed to support enhanced public engagement
with science and technology. In this paper, we, as authors
beginning from different perspectives, explore the potential
of, and barriers to, a conversation between critical social sci-
entists and members of the science community about public
engagement. We demonstrate how and why the PES literature
does not Bspeak for itself^ to scientists but provides a starting
point for conversation rather than a substitute for it. We then
explore what reflexivity might mean for PES and argue for
three important foci: political-economic context or politics of
the field; institutional context; and personal assumptions. We
then discuss barriers to, as well as strategies for, fostering such
reflexivity, concluding that new models of authorship and
publication are needed if this promise is to be fulfilled.

Keywords Science communication . Public engagementwith
science . Science outreach . Reflexivity . Reflexive scientist

Introduction

Calls for greater public engagement with science (PES) are
widespread. There appears to be little agreement, however,
on the meaning and purpose of engagement across the various
actors calling for it. Within the social-science literature, a key
recurring theme has been the need for a shift away from the
Bdeficit model^ of communication, in which it is assumed that
public support for science (especially controversial science)
will be achieved through better public understanding of sci-
ence, and that this in turn can be achieved by addressing an
apparent knowledge deficit with an injection of scientific in-
formation and explanations. In place of this model, many social
scientists advocate more dialogic forms of public engagement
with science (and scientists’ engagement with the public). Such
forms of engagement would, among other things, provide op-
portunities for public participants to identify non-technical fac-
tors relevant to evaluating a scientific project and/or to contrib-
ute otherwise neglected but valuable local and practitioner
knowledge. These processes, sometimes characterised as the
co-production of knowledge,1 are argued to be particularly
critical for addressing problems of environmental sustainability
(Pohl et al. 2010; Bäckstrand 2003).

1 The concept of co-production has at least two different meanings. What
Jasanoff has termed ‘the idiom of co-production’ refers to the ways in
which natural and social orders are ‘produced together’: ‘[w]hat we know
about the world is intimately linked to our sense of what we can do about
it, as well as to the felt legitimacy of specific actors, instruments and
courses of action’ (2004: p. 14). Research utilising this meaning of co-
production looks to make explicit the generally obscured relationship
between what we take to be the (given) natural world, on the one hand,
and the social world of humanly created institutions and power relations,
on the other. In transdisciplinary research, co-production refers to a de-
liberately interactive and collaborative process involving both academic
(certified Bexpert^) and non-academic actors, with their different types of
knowledge (Gibbons et al. 1994; Mobjörk 2010; Pohl et al. 2010). We are
using co-production in this latter sense.
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There is little evidence, however, to suggest that this
reconceptualisation of the Bproblem^ of Bdeficit in
understanding^ as the need for Bdialogue and engagement^
has taken hold beyond the PES literature (Davies 2013).2 For
example, there is a stark difference between the assumption by
many scientists that the goal of communication is to raise
awareness, transmit the importance of science or correct mis-
conceptions and the assumption in much of the PES literature
that the goal of engagement should be to enable democratic
publics to influence decisions about the development and use
of science and technology (Besley andNisbet 2013; Kreimer et al.
2011; Davies 2013; Stilgoe et al. 2014). While social scientists in
this field have sometimes attempted to engage directly with scien-
tists and government agencies, and while collaborations between
scientists and social scientists are on the increase (if still relatively
rare), the literature in this field (or concepts therein) remains large-
ly unknown to the scientists who are involved in communicating
their science to the public (Davies 2008).

We suggest that one step toward transforming public en-
gagement for environmental sustainability would be to address
the underlying assumptions of those involved in developing
both theory and practice related to public engagement. To do,
this, we need a genuine dialogue between social scientists,
scientists, and other science communicators on this topic.
Such a dialoguemust involvemore than social scientists simply
Bcorrecting^ scientists’ communication efforts—i.e. enacting
their own deficit model (Irwin 2014).

Several studies suggest that scientists do not see communi-
cation as a core part of their jobs (e.g. The Royal Society
2006). We do not address that in this paper; rather, we restrict
our discussion to the communication practices and underlying
assumptions of those scientists who choose to communicate
science, and of professional science communicators who are
trained in science. In order to differentiate these activities from
those carried out by people trained in PES, by institutional
public-relations offices, or by the growing pool of professional
engagement consultants, we refer to communication activities
by scientists and science-trained communicators as Bscience
outreach^, and to the people who initiate or carry out these
activities as Bscientist-communicators^. Over the last decade,
the term Bscience outreach^ has become more common across
the science community (e.g. Leshner 2007; Varner 2014) and is
often used to define, encompass, or acknowledge the wide
variety of communication activities in which scientists engage.3

The wide acceptance of this ill-defined term is demonstrated by

the existence of committees with a mandate to focus on
Boutreach^ along with either one or both of Beducation^ and
Bcommunication^ (e.g. Salmon et al. 2011). In this context, out-
reach should be seen to encompass both one-way
Bcommunication^ and two-way dialogue, or Bengagement^ ac-
tivities, between scientists and different publics. Adoption of the
term Bengagement^ would assume that the activities include di-
alogical interaction where this may not be the case. From hereon,
we refer to communication activities by scientists as Boutreach^
in order to remain true to their original (ill-defined) form.

Inviting scientists into a conversation about themes in PES
scholarship is a critical first step towards catalysing trans-
formative change in our approaches towards both science
outreach and public engagement. There are several reasons
for this, perhaps the most obvious being that it is generally
scientists (and not PES scholars) who are actually involved
in outreach activities. Moreover, these activities are surpris-
ingly under-studied. Literature in science communication
(e.g. Weigold 2001; Falchetti et al. 2007; Jensen and
Buckley 2012; Mayhew and Hall 2012; Lin 2013) and
informal learning (e.g. Bauer et al. 2007; Lehr et al.
2007; Osborne and Dillon 2007) tends to focus on the
target publics and methods rather than the communicators.
The PES literature from within science and technology
studies (STS) also tends to focus on publics, although from
a more critical and constructivist perspective, as well as on
mechanisms of public engagement and their impacts, rather
than on scientists representing science to the public (e.g. Irwin
2001; Einsiedel et al. 2001; Goven 2003; Lezaun and Soneryd
2007; Michael 2009; Thorpe and Gregory 2010; Felt and
Fochler 2010; Powell et al. 2011).4 There is also an emerging
literature that explores scientists and public engagement,
through examination of a range of factors such as demo-
graphics, seniority, academic achievement, discipline, and
personal motivations and attitudes5 (e.g. Poliakoff and Webb
2007; Jensen et al. 2008; Dunwoody et al. 2009; Besley and
Nisbet 2013; Besley et al. 2012; Jensen 2011; Kreimer et al.
2011;Wilkinson et al. 2011; Torres-Albero et al. 2011; Crettaz
von Roten 2011). Across all these fields, however, there is a
tendency to treat Bscience^ in an undifferentiated way, for
example, not distinguishing among the different institutional
and political contexts in which scientists work and commu-
nicate with the public. This can lead to alienation of indi-
vidual scientists attempting to engage with this literature, as
discussed in more detail below.

A further reason for making greater efforts to include sci-
entists in the conversation about PES is to clarify and define
explicit and implicit assumptions by scholars in different

2 The extent to which the terminology of Bdialogue^ and Bengagement^
has been embraced while various Bdeficit^ explanations for public oppo-
sition to particular techno-scientific projects are reformulated in slightly
different guise is a relevant but separate issue, which we do not explore
here. See, for example, Wynne (2006).
3 These activities are a sub-set of the full spectrum of professional and
voluntary Bscience communication^ activities that are carried out not only
by scientists but also professional science media and educators.

4 See Wynne (2014) on the lack of attention to Bscience^ within the
literature on Bpublic understanding of science^.
5 Related papers can be found in the Special Issue of Public
Understanding of Science on BMobilization of scientists for public en-
gagement activities^ introduced by Bauer and Jensen (2011)
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disciplines about the purpose and goals of outreach and public
engagement with science. This is not to say that if only scien-
tists were familiar with the PES literature, they would change
their goals and assumptions to match those of the PES
scholars (which are, in any case, not uniform). Indeed, some
may respond by denouncing that literature (e.g. Kuntz 2012).
Others may be too wedded to the notion of science as by
definition apolitical to consider any alternative view. Still
others may draw on their own experiences to contest the as-
sumptions and assertions contained in the PES literature.
Thus, we suggest the PES literature itself would also benefit
from more direct and extensive engagement with scientists on
the subject of public engagement. We hold, however, that if a
conversation is to happen at all between these parties, it must
start with mutual acknowledgement and understanding of how
the role of these activities is differently understood.

Bauer and Jensen (2011) have argued that it is Bimportant
to foster a reflexive attitude^ towards public engagement, and
that research into public understanding of science Bhas its role
to play in this, pushing scientists to think about their activities,
their implicit vision of the public and the interactions between
science and society.^ In this paper, we explore a pathway to
this reflexive attitude through an examination of our own
efforts (which are ongoing) to foster reflexivity. We sought
not only to Bpush^ the scientists, but also to improve the
social scientist’s understanding of the experience of being
Bpushed^ in this way. We did this both to identify our
own assumptions and limitations related to interdisciplinary
collaboration, and also to identify insights and processes that
might be applied more widely.

Irwin (2014) calls on the PES field Bnot [to] consider prac-
tice and critical reflection as separate activities but take ‘re-
flective practice’ and ‘practical reflection’ equally seriously .̂
We argue that Breflective practice^ and Bpractical reflection^
require direct engagement between the social scientists who
focus on reflection and the scientist-communicators who fo-
cus on practice. This collaboration would lead to theory that is
informed by the challenges of real world activities, and prac-
tice that is informed by critical reflection. We believe that this
could lead to a step-change in the calibre and clarity of activ-
ities that are designed to support enhanced public engagement
with science and technology.

A journey towards reflexivity

The three authors of this paper are, respectively, a scientist, a
science writer, and a social scientist. The first author of this
paper (whom we describe herein as the Bscientist^) is an at-
mospheric chemist and science outreach facilitator, with a
positive attitude to outreach, who works in the field of climate
change and has coordinated international, national, and re-
gional public outreach efforts (Salmon et al. 2011; Salmon

2013a, b). Eighteen months prior to first submission of this
paper, she received an internal grant, from the Faculty of
Science at which she is employed, to Bidentify and adapt a
methodology by which formal and informal science-centred
outreach and education initiatives can be evaluated with re-
spect to the expectations and learning goals of the expert in-
dividuals, organisations/funding bodies, and audience/
learners.^ The desired outcome was Bthe establishment of a
robust research method, and a recommendation for
standardised success markers, by which science-centred edu-
cation and outreach initiatives can be evaluated^ including
establishment of Ba method for objective evaluation of
science-led outreach and education initiatives^. 6 In her com-
munity of polar and climate science, public outreachwas com-
mon, celebrated, and always understood to be a Bgood thing^,
albeit often professionally unrewarded.

In the development of this project, she established collab-
orations, separately, with the two other authors of this paper.
Seeking advice on methodology for this research, she first
approached a political theorist and social scientist (the Bsocial
scientist^) who has expertise in public dialogue around bio-
technology and who has been critical of motivations for en-
gaging the public with science (Goven 2003; Goven 2006a, b;
Goven 2008). The social scientist had a significantly different
perspective on science and the science system, having devoted
considerable effort to analysing, and criticising, communica-
tion (and other) practices in the biotechnology sector. For both
researchers, this was the start of a journey that explored con-
trasting and sometimes conflicting assumptions about the pur-
pose of public engagement, in the process highlighting the
different political (and political-economic) dimensions of dif-
ferent fields of science. This conversation was then joined by
the third author, a science writer and historian (the Bscience
writer^) who trained in geology and the history of science and
who has uncovered surprising and significant changes in pub-
lic attitudes towards nuclear science and technology in New
Zealand through the second half of the twentieth century
(Priestley 2006, 2010, 2012) .

Using our different disciplinary training, and expertise in
three fields of science that have been controversial for very
different reasons, we began to explore the potential for, and
barriers to, a conversation between critical social scientists and
members of the science community (including both practising
scientists and science communicators, many of whom are
trained in science) about public engagement. Recognising that
the mutual misunderstandings we experienced were likely to
have broader relevance to the cause of transforming (or even
evaluating) science outreach, and particular relevance to the
question of whether outreach practitioners should be expected

6 While these ambitious and potentially naïve goals were not realised, this
project did lead—somewhat unexpectedly—to an ongoing research col-
laboration and the exploration of reflexivity documented in this paper.
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to familiarise themselves with social-scientific scholarship in
PES, we decided to embark on an auto-ethnography of the
experience of reading literature in PES.

Reading the literature

The training of many scientists—and science communica-
tors—has resulted in their understanding Bscience^ in a par-
ticular way: science as a systematic process of observation and
experiment that leads to deeper understanding about the struc-
ture and nature of the physical and natural world; and the
scientific method as being based on developing and testing
hypotheses and on principles such as falsifiability. This con-
trasts significantly with conceptualisations by many social
scientists, who are more likely to understand science as a
social activity, not exempt from the kinds of social influences,
processes, and tendencies found in other spheres of activity;
and/or to see Bscience^ as a discursive resource used to
legitimate the agendas of those with particular political or
economic interests; and/or to challenge the distinctiveness
of science by pointing to differences between common
representations of science and science-in-practice.

These differences, which may relate not only to scholarly
disciplines but to aspects of personal identity, can greatly
complicate engagement between scientists and social sci-
entists. Thus our Breading the literature^ experiment was
underpinned by a period of building trust by finding areas
of mutual agreement and by gentle interrogation of topics
on which we disagreed. On several occasions we had to
clarify when our responses felt emotional or criticisms
personal. This process took time, and required good humour,
shared meals, and patience.

As the formal part of our experiment, we read six articles
(Irwin 2014; Jasanoff 2014; Nowotny 2014; Stilgoe et al.
2014; Sturgis 2014; Wynne 2014) from a recent special issue
of Public Understanding of Science that reflected on the past
20 years of research in the field, recorded our responses, and
then compared them. As might be expected, the social scien-
tist familiar with this field found very little with which to
disagree in the articles, and nothing at all startling, unless it
was the degree to which some of them seemed to be stating the
obvious. This experience differed radically from those of the
scientist/outreach coordinator and science writer/historian.
While the responses of the two authors with training in science
were far from identical, they did have some important ele-
ments in common. The first of these was frustration.

One source of frustration was the language of the articles,
which was experienced as dense and obfuscating. BI find it
astounding that these are some of the people who criticise
scientists for using jargon,^ said the science writer. Words or
phrases experienced as obfuscating included: scientism and
scientistic, governance (as in governance of science), political
imaginaries, deliberative democracy, and normative. Lack of

familiarity with these terms also sometimes led to misinterpre-
tation, which in turn resulted in serious misunderstandings, as
discussed below. While the social scientist has herself been
exasperated by the proliferation of jargon in social-science
studies of science, these terms would not have been classified
as such by her and thusmaywell not have been avoided by her
in efforts to communicate with scientists. As some of these
terms represent key ideas with which social scientists think
scientists must become familiar if they are to be Bdialogue-
capable^,7 our experiment suggests that efforts to achieve
greater clarity are imperative if a shift to engagement is to
occur.

A second source of frustration was that what they saw as
criticism of science communication practitioners was not ac-
companied by helpful advice about how they might do things
differently and therefore avoid the pitfalls that are the focus of
much of the critical PES literature. Wynne’s temptation to
define the 20 years of PES as a process of B‘public disorien-
tation by’, not ‘public understanding of’, science^ (Wynne
2014) was seen as problematic as it was not accompanied by
any practical advice on how to do things better. When Irwin
expressed frustration at the lack of progress in two decades of
PES, and suggested he convert his Bblurred old overhead
transparencies to PowerPoint and give the same presentation^
on the theme Bfrom deficit to democracy?^ (Irwin 2014), the
science writer requested that he do exactly this, Bbut this time
reframe it and present it to us scientists and sci-commers^.
While sympathetic to calls for better-informed science com-
munication and outreach practice, they sought advice on how
they might accomplish this in their own activities.

In addition to frustration, the scientist and science writer
felt attacked by some of the literature and experienced anger
and resentment in response, illustrated by sentiments such as:
BI was left feeling like there was still an us and them thing
going on, and as far as he was concerned I was one of the
‘thems’^. In some cases, this was a result of misunderstanding
produced by lack of familiarity with concepts and terms. For
example, Bscientistic^ was interpreted by the scientist and
science writer as Bdoing things like a scientist, or in a scientific
way .̂ Thus, a phrase like Bthe political problem of scientism^
(Wynne 2014) was experienced as a problem with scientists
and the way they did science. On the other hand, the social
scientist did not read these criticisms as attacks on scientists in
general, but rather as criticisms of public actors (politicians,
regulatory bodies, or Bpublic^ scientists such as a govern-
ment’s chief science advisor) who inappropriately extend the
jurisdiction or authority of Bscience^.

Our experiment surfaced these misunderstandings and led
to long—and ongoing!—exchanges about the meanings of
these terms and the history and targets of critical PES literature.
As the scientist remarked: Bthat’s why ‘we’ scientists get so

7 We thank an anonymous reviewer for this term
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confused when ‘science’ is attacked… because in fact it’s the
governance and politics and economy of science that’s being
attacked, and possibly the creation and funding of our posi-
tions, but not our individual practices (usually). It would be
really helpful if that was clarified.^

Clarification of terms is intertwined with clarification of
goals. As an example, in response to Stilgoe et al’s (2014)
statement that Bsupport for public engagement is part of
a broader commitment to the idea of publicly engaged
science^, the scientist commented, Bthat might be the goal
for social scientists but I suspect not for most scientists—
even those enlightened ones of us! What does ‘publicly
engaged science’ mean?—not just a public who under-
stand our science, but a science that is informed by the
public. That’s pretty extreme (from my background)! And
possibly something at the heart of our disciplinary misun-
derstandings—we actually want/support public engagement
for very different goals.^ Yet the scientist was—or became—
comfortable with the approach of Breflexive engineers^
(discussed below) that included Bseeing publics as a resource
and partners in decision-making processes [and] viewing ed-
ucation as a two-way process between engineers and
communities^ (Robbins 2007 p.100).

Exploring this issue further, we found that both science-
trained authors initially had difficulties with, and objections
to, the notion of a science informed by the public. They
interpreted it to represent another route through which
the politically and economically powerful could influence
science and to entail a complete disregarding of the value
of scientists’ training and scientific process and data. The
scientist reflected:

As I become more familiar with this literature, I’m still
extremely aware of how alienating terms like Bdeficit
theory^ and Bco-production of knowledge^ are to my
own community of people trained in science. Even
when these are the appropriate terms and concepts for
a given conversation, I’m also aware of the likelihood
that they mean different things to different people, de-
pending on their disciplinary background, community
of peers, and familiarity with PES. Even the term
Bdeficit theory ,̂ which is now relatively mainstream,
seems to carry very different meanings: from one-way
BI know stuff that you don’t^ communication of any
science, to a specific term that is relevant only to con-
troversial issues. To someone who is new to the field,
and genuinely trying to learn from it, this is not only
confusing for its own sake, but also because in science
we are used to words having very specific meanings,
ones that we can look up if we don’t understand them.
In science, there is a right meaning and a wrong mean-
ing. It’s hard work not having those boundaries to work
within.

The science writer commented with regard to Bco-produc-
tion of knowledge^: BIt’s scary, because WE DON’T KNOW
WHAT IT MEANS! It is so open to interpretation.^

This is a further example of science-trained authors reading
meanings into phrases and terms used in the PES literature that
the social scientist did not expect. It highlighted that much of
the language of PES could be described as Bunder-specified^.
But more than that, it highlighted a difference in orientation
toward that under-specification. Among PES scholars there is
often an (explicit or implicit) advocacy of experimentation
and open-ended change in the science-society relationship.
Concepts like the co-production of knowledge or a publicly
engaged science may be deliberately under-specified as
a result of a conviction that much needs to be worked
out in practice. While to the PES scholar this may seem
logically consistent with, and indeed required by, a goal
of greater social responsiveness or democratisation, to
the scientist this is understandably much more threatening.
Where are the boundaries of this process? What remains of a
commitment to and respect for scientific evidence and
method? When specific examples of what the social scien-
tist considered co-production were described to the scien-
tist, they were not perceived as threatening. This suggests
that PES scholars, if they want to be more persuasive to
scientists, need to take greater account of how scientists
will fill in the blank spaces left in these as-yet-to-be-
worked-out concepts.

Our experiment also highlighted that the different personal
experiences of doing and communicating science resulted in a
different reaction to several aspects of the critical PES litera-
ture. The scientist, for example, carried out her post-doctoral
research in Antarctica. She observed, Bearly on in the whole
Antarctic science thing I realised that scientists were not much
more than a pawn in a political game … that was made very
obvious to us in several ways, so I’ve been comfortable with
that notion ever since I became a practising scientist, I guess.
In fact, I’d have been far less comfortable justifying my trip to
Antarctica based on purely brilliant science—I was much hap-
pier seeing myself as a glorified park warden (if the scientists
are there it keeps the military out, more or less, and we get to
do some important science at the same time)^. In contrast, the
science writer was initially more resistant to some of the crit-
icisms of science in the literature. Following 20 years as one of
the few professional science writers in New Zealand, she felt
part of the science community and had developed strong, pos-
itive, relationships with scientists in fields such as conserva-
tion biology, ecology, geology, and climate science. She
shared a strong environmental ethos with many of those sci-
entists, who often found their work at odds with profit-driven
political and commercial agendas. Her response to the PES
literature may have been different had she spent much of her
career interviewing scientists involved in activities that were
at odds with her own personal and political values.
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Conflicts and misunderstandings between natural scientists
and social scientists have long been recognised as a key chal-
lenge to interdisciplinary and transdisciplinary research
(Evans and Marvin 2006; Bracken and Oughton 2006; Petts
et al. 2008; Sievanen et al. 2012; Lowe et al. 2013). Problems
of communication (such as ours) have been found to result
from specialised jargon as well as from different uses of ordi-
nary language (Bruce et al. 2004; Bracken and Oughton 2006;
Dixon and Sharp 2007). We suggest that differences in inter-
pretation of PES research, such as those illustrated above, are
a fundamental barrier to PES literature directly informing the
communication practices of scientists. Instead, we argue, there
needs to be active collaboration and dialogue between scien-
tists engaged in outreach and social scientists engaged in PES
research.

Understanding reflexivity

The process of exploring our differing understandings and
assumptions of science, and the literature surrounding public
engagement with science, highlighted common terms in social
science literature that were initially either misunderstood or
entirely nonsensical to the scientist and science writer. Half-
jokingly, one of them asked, with specific reference to the
terms Breflexivity^ and Bpraxis^, Bcan you just stick an x in
the middle to make it sound clever and social-sciencey?^ It is
with some irony, therefore, that we now find ourselves collec-
tively writing a paper that explores reflexivity.

BReflexivity^ is a term used in many disciplines and con-
texts and does not have a consistent definition across them. In
the sociology of scientific knowledge (SSK), for example,
reflexivity has been used to refer to the application of the same
approaches used to analyse the process of scientific knowl-
edge production to SSK itself (Wynne 1993). In social re-
search, it can refer to the researcher’s awareness of his or her
own positioning in relation to the subject of research and how
this affects both what is being researched and the researcher’s
observations (which always entail interpretation, as nothing
speaks for itself) (Anderson 2008). Generally speaking, re-
flexivity requires self-questioning, in particular a willingness
and ability to question one’s own assumptions, how they relate
to societal power structures, and how they shape one’s actions.
More specifically, here, we use reflexivity to mean a theoret-
ically informed capacity to critically analyse one’s underlying
assumptions, expectations, and positioning in relation to one’s
involvement in outreach. It is not simply an internal thought
process, but rather a type of thinking tied to action. Reflexive
thinking makes possible ways of acting that would not other-
wise be possible.

More than 20 years ago, Wynne (1993) called for greater
scientific-institutional reflexivity in interactions between
science and the public. Wynne argues that while part of the
taken-for-granted identity of science is as a paradigmatically

sceptical practice, constantly questioning its own foundations,
it in fact Bexhibits much less reflexive capacity to problematize
its own founding commitments than is supposed^ (Wynne
1993, p. 334). More specifically, he says, science lacks
reflexive openness about its own institutional dimen-
sions—issues of accountability, power, patronage, ownership
and control—as well as about Bpurposes and criteria of
knowledge^ and Bthe proper limits of instrumental control^
(pp. 333-334). This, he argues, encourages public scepticism,
alienation, and mistrust (p. 329).

While this call for reflexivity in science was a useful foun-
dation to our exploration of this topic (especially to the
science-trained authors, who had not come across the term
Breflexive^ prior to this work), we were less interested in
exploring scientific-institutional reflexivity, and more interest-
ed in what reflexivity by individual scientists might look like,
specifically in relation to their outreach efforts (which is not to
say that the two levels—individual and institutional—are not
interrelated). We found useful literature within the field of
engineering, in which there is now a sub-culture of self-
defined Breflexive engineers^.8 Significantly, this was also
the literature about reflexivity that the science-trained authors
found most accessible. Robbins (2007) describes core compo-
nents of reflexive engineering as Bhaving a holistic and flex-
ible understanding of socio-technical dynamics; seeing pub-
lics as a resource and partners in decision-making processes;
viewing education as a two-way process between engineers
and communities; striving for a multifaceted understanding of
social, economic, and environmental barriers to uptake
of new technologies; and having an integrated approach
to technological problems and solutions. Thus, reflexive
engineers approach development problems with a fluid
understanding of the ways in which technologies fit and
co-evolve within social systems.^ In order to clarify
how this differs from traditional engineers, he explains that
Bwhereas traditional engineers view knowledge and society in
terms of expert-led systems, reflexive engineers’ views are
rooted in response to public demand.^

Reflexivity for PES

Building on Wynne’s critique and the reflexive engineers’ ap-
proach, we began to explore what reflexivity might mean for
scientist-communicators. Others have explored the meaning of,
and need for, reflexivitywith regard to other aspects of scientists’
work. For example, Fisher et al. (2006, p.485) advocate Bmore
reflexive participation by scientists and engineers in the internal
governance of technology development^ as a pathway to more
socially responsive and relevant technological trajectories. This
requires them to become Battentive to the nested processes,

8 N. Jeremijenko 2014, personal communication
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structures, interactions, and interdependencies, both immediate
and more removed^ that already influence, or Bmodulate^,
the research and development process in order to be able to
recognise opportunities for that process to be shaped in a
more conscious (and socially responsive and responsible)
way (p. 492). Reflexivity among participant researchers has
also long been seen as key to the success of transdisciplinary
research efforts.9

Here, our focus is on the role of reflexivity in scientists’
interaction with the public in their outreach activities. We
identified three foci of reflection necessary for scientists com-
municating about science in public: political-economic con-
text; institutional context; and personal assumptions.

Political-economic context: the politics of scientific fields

Despite the fact that many scientists see their work as apolit-
ical, science in practice is not free of power relations: scientific
agendas are often shaped by economic interests and govern-
ment priorities (Atkinson-Grosjean 2002; Pestre 2003;
Kleinman 2003; Blumenthal 2003; Mirowski 2011). Societal
challenges to dominant techno-scientific agendas are them-
selves often regarded as significant political and policy chal-
lenges. Moreover, science and technology have wide-ranging
effects on society, raising the question of who, in a democracy,
should have decision-making power over this domain
(Jasanoff 2003; Hagendijk 2004; Brown 2009; Winner
2010; Kitcher 2011). All of these political-economic dimen-
sions can be expected to influence whether, why, and how
scientists engage in outreach. Thus a reflexive scientist-
communicator would question how his or her interactions
with the public are conditioned by this context.

In addition, the publics being interacted with may harbour
concerns related to this context: why are resources devoted to
this area of research in preference to that one? Whose priori-
ties are shaping this? What is being foregone? Who will ben-
efit? Who will bear the costs? What social/political choices
does this trajectory embody? Some of these questions are not
easily answered, but reflexive scientist-communicators would
make an effort to understand this context; it is legitimate for
the public to be as interested in these questions as in the tech-
nical or ‘wow!’ dimensions of the science that are often the
focus of communication.

Here, we do not equate Bscientific field^ with academic
discipline. Different political contexts may influence the out-
reach activities of scientists in the same academic discipline. To
explore this, we interviewed three, mid-to-late career, male,
New Zealand geologists working in scientific fields that have
very different political contexts: a university professor who was
lead author of a chapter of the fifth Intergovernmental Panel for

Climate Change (IPCC) report, a Crown Research Institute
(CRI) geologist who works on a range of commercial and gov-
ernment funded projects and has a part time secondment to a
museum, and a freelance geologist (who also recently began
part time work for a different museum).10

The university professor communicates to a range of audi-
ences and through a range of media, primarily on the topic of
palaeoclimate and the behaviour of Antarctic ice sheets under
past climates. When asked why he engages in outreach, he
stated three reasons, in order of priority. The first was a sense
of responsibility: Bwe have an obligation as scientists to com-
municate what we are discovering and understanding, partic-
ularly if it has societal relevance^. The second was related to
the ongoing support and funding of his research institution:
Bshowing the taxpayer and those who fund us that what we’re
doing is worthwhile and matters^. The third, he said, was
related to Ban advocacy, personal side of things^ to raise
awareness to help to avoid the possible catastrophic climate
change that could happen if we continue a business-as-usual
attitude to CO2 emissions: BI have a role as an IPCC lead
author to be an ambassador for that report and to help com-
municate it.^ In that role, however, he is aware that—like
many climate scientists—he sometimes finds himself commu-
nicating Bin areas that I’m not necessarily a direct expert in^.

The CRI geologist, whose expertise is primarily in
palaeontology but who is an outspoken and regular commu-
nicator about a range of geological issues, says he shares the
outreach goals of his institution to Bhelp get our science across
to the public^ and Bto try and raise awareness of the relevance
of earth science to our society and to our economy .̂ While he
regularly speaks to a range of media and public audiences, and
admits he gets Ba kick out of it,^ he is nonetheless aware that
he is responsible to and influenced by the political and com-
mercial imperatives of his research institute. In addition to a
part-time secondment to a museum, he also works on con-
tracts for the government, and on commercial contracts that
are subject to confidentiality clauses. For example, when he
worked on and managed contracts between his institution and
hydrocarbon exploration companies, he was not able to dis-
cuss research results with the public. These many roles, and
relationships with different publics, has sometimes led to a
conflict between his own beliefs and the political and com-
mercial restrictions placed on him as a CRI scientist: BI find
myself reminding [managers within the CRI] that, you know,
we are a science provider and if the—if what we have to say is
unpleasant then that’s bad luck. If it’s evidence-based we must
inform.^ This conflict sometimes leads to Bsome unpleasant-
ness behind the scenes … all organisations do get pushed
around by political and commercial reality and you end up
on a knife edge at times.^ A recent (quotable) example was

9 For a detailed discussion of the role of reflexivity in transdisciplinary
research, see Popa et al. (2015)

10 We interviewed these geologists as part of a project titled BScience
communication and public engagement: what are we trying to achieve?^
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that the organisation was Binstructed about what can and cannot
be said in public about the [Christchurch] earthquakes^. His
personal opinionwas that Bit behoves us as a scientific institution
to provide evidence-based science. End of story…..you don’t
withhold information just because it’s unpalatable^. The direc-
tive from the Prime Minister’s department, however, prevented
him from speaking to the media or public on this topic: Bwe
are absolutely subject to political and commercial reality and
political and commercial interference… we have to respond
to how our masters would have us behave, otherwise we’re
in trouble … I feel really very strongly about these things,
but, you know, I’m not allowed—best just to shut up.^

The freelance geologist was the least affected by the poli-
tics of the field.11 He does a lot of outreach, primarily public
field trips and invited lectures to community groups, all in his
own time and without payment. He enjoys doing it, saying
Bit’s nice to be able to share information about the natural
world^ and hopes his work will encourage people to look
Bat the landscape in a different way .̂ He’s aware that his work
can foster appreciation for the landscape and encourage peo-
ple to better protect their local geological heritage. Being in-
dependent, there are no political or commercial leaders he
needs to answer to and, at age 58, is not concerned about
how speaking out might affect future job prospects. He sees
it as a bit of luxury that when he’s doing public engagement BI
don’t really hold back necessarily because I might be worried
about how it will reflect on my institution or the university or
whatever .̂ His motivation to carry out outreach is Bpartly to
do with environmental issues I guess. It’s hard to say. It’s kind
of like information is power in a way, but if you give people
more information about what their environment is and how it
works and so on, they can look at the world in a different way
and perhaps, yeah, they can use it in a political way perhaps, or
they can advocate for their own area in a different way. Yeah, I
don’t really know what the flow-on affect will be, but I think
education and knowledge is important.^

All these geologists communicate widely about their work,
but their personal and institutional motivations, and any bar-
riers to communication, differ widely. These are just three
examples used to indicate a variety of politics of field within
a given discipline. This could easily become the focus of a
much larger study disaggregating the politics within a given
discipline. Within geology, for example, such a study might
also include interviews with scientists involved in commercial
petroleum extraction or the study of dinosaur fossils, to give
two relevant examples.

Much of the existing literature about communication activ-
ities by scientists compares the engagement activities of sci-
entists from different disciplines or sub-disciplines (eg, Jensen

et al. 2008; Kreimer et al. 2011; Besley et al. 2012). Under
such categorisation, the three scientists we interviewed would
all be identified as Bgeologists who do outreach [of different
types]^. This simple categorisation, however, ignores the nu-
ances of the specific fields within which geologists work. For
a palaeoclimate geologist fromNew Zealand, for example, the
politics around this field of research appear to include power-
ful economic actors obfuscating climate-change science and
attacking the IPCC and individual climate scientists (Oreskes
and Conway 2010); a government resistant to taking action to
mitigate climate change; and the need for public support to
drive action against climate change. While the first factor
might discourage raising one’s head above the parapet, it,
along with the latter two, might also help to form a personal
commitment to communicating directly with the public about
climate-change research, with the aims of defending climate
science from its detractors and/or galvanising public support
as a counterweight to powerful economic interests blocking
action on climate change. These factors might also produce
real or imagined pressure from the public for the scientist to
Btransgress^ beyond his or her particular expertise to talk
more generally about the science of climate change
(Nowotny 2000; Salmon 2013a). The decision to engage in
outreach in these circumstances may or may not be guided by
classic deficit-model assumptions. A concern for public un-
derstanding would be mixed with awareness of the influence
of powerful economic interests on the representation of the
science, directly and through their influence on governments,
as well as the political calculations climate scientists them-
selves make as a result. Thus it may or may not be Bthe
public^ (or its ignorance) that is primarily problematised.

For a CRI geologist, particularly one who works on con-
tracts related to hydrocarbon exploration, the political settings
are very different. That role is likely to have a close relation-
ship with certain powerful economic interests, enjoy support
for the overall Bmission^ from government and face opposi-
tion to it from some political actors and a significant portion of
the public. This opposition, often strongly felt and expressed,
as well as the demands of commercial confidentiality, may
well discourage or explicitly forbid outreach, or limit its con-
tent substantially. If outreach does occur, classic deficit-model
assumptions may well come into play: that public opposition
to oil drilling is the problem to be overcome, that it is based on
ignorance or misunderstanding of the science involved, and a
better understanding of the science and of risk management
will calm fears and thus reduce opposition. Even without such
assumptions, a geologist in a situation of controversy and
under tight restrictions on what can be said may well default
to one-way scripted communication of Binformation^, feeling
that a dialogue worthy of the name may be impossible and
certainly fraught.

The freelance geologist we interviewed appeared to be the
least influenced or restricted by the politics of his field. This

11 While he works part-time for a museum, looking after their collections,
he does not do public engagement on behalf of the museum although he
might respond to occasional geology-related enquiries from the public.
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could be partially due to not being employed by an institution,
and also because his field of expertise was not controversial.
However, it cannot be assumed that the politics of scientific
fields are universal. Both the CRI geologist and the freelance
geologist were trained as palaeontologists. In parts of the
United States, evolution is contested by powerful political
forces. A palaeontologist working in the US might reasonably
be called upon to comment on evolution. Outreach could
therefore be riskier for an American than a New Zealand
palaeontologist, but at the same time might be felt as more
necessary to correct misinformation disseminated by anti-
evolution groups. Similarly, for a geologist working in the
area of climate change, the politics of the field will shift de-
pending on, among other things, the relevant government’s
orientation toward climate-change mitigation and adaptation.
Thus, politics of scientific fields may well vary across nations
(as well as other types of communities).

We propose that a first approach to facilitating reflexivity
among scientist-communicators would be to stimulate
questioning about the scientific field in which she or he
operates: what are its political-economic influences and con-
straints, and how might this be shaping the outreach that is
designed and delivered? Is he or she willing, or able, to be
open with the public about these influences and constraints? If
not, what are the implications of this?

Institutional context

In the 21st Century, there are few, if any, completely indepen-
dent scientists. Almost all scientific research is carried out from
within institutions. Those institutions not only make it possible
for science to be done, they can also constrain the science that
can be done and shape the purposes for which it is done, and
they influence whether and how it is represented to others.
These institutions are located in, and shaped by, the partic-
ular political-economic context as described above. Thus, for
example, government expectations of returns from scientific
research, as well as prevailing orientations toward education
and public investment more generally, shape the institutions
within which scientists work, such as universities or research
institutes, and those institutions’ operating environment.12

Moving from this high-level overview to a specific example,
New Zealand provides a case of politically driven, Bradical^
and Babrupt^ changes to science institutions over recent de-
cades (Halliwell and Smith 2011). These changes included:

reorganisation of a government department charged with
nationally important scientific and industrial research (the
Department of Scientific and Industrial Research or DSIR)
into ten (now seven) commercially-focused Crown Research
Institutes; the sudden and unusually comprehensive change
from bulk funding of institutions to competitive funding of
specific projects, producing one of the highest levels of
funding contestability in the OECD (Organisation for
Economic Co-operation and Development 2007; Davenport
and Bibby 2007); repeated restructurings and reorganisations
of government agencies responsible for science funding and
policy; and introduction of individual assessment exercises
and Bperformance-based research funding^ for universities.
In 1992, there was a dramatic shift from a bureaucratic and
largely non-commercial system of government-funded sci-
ence to a highly corporatized and commercial system.
These changes have impacted upon the motivations for,
messages within, and even possibility of associated outreach
practices, both on an institutional and individual level.

In a recent survey conducted by the New Zealand
Association of Scientists, forty percent of those responding
answered Byes^ to the question: Have you ever been
prevented from making a public comment on a controversial
issue by your management’s policy, or by fear of losing re-
search funding?13 Comments included: BWe are expressly
prevented from making any comment to the public without
prior approval. On contentious issues such as GMOs … we
are not to make any comment at all under any circumstance.
That role is now exclusively the mandate of management [of
the CRI].^ BWhen I was in a CRI, I had funding moved from
me to another scientist after a visit from industry who were
upset at the factual comments put out in a newspaper article by
a scientist working in my research project.^ BYes when I
worked in NZ for a CRI, but not when I worked for DSIR
or after I moved to a university.^ BI worked out with my
manager and an acting CEO that it would be appropriate to
represent a environmental NGO in giving evidence to a
government regulatory body that would effectively have
been public (and probably newsworthy) to ensure this
NGO had access to some expert testimony on a high pro-
file issue. The CEO returned from leave and quashed this
testimony, to avoid having the CRI associated with the
NGO.^ While those working in CRIs were more likely to
answer Byes^, university scientists have also been affected:
BYes, I have been fearful of making controversial public
comment for fear it would jeopardise funding, which would
result in job loss for others in my team, even if not for
me.^14

12 This is not to say that recent developments have put an end to some
golden age of independent science. As Pestre (Pestre 2003, p247) has
pointed out, Bfor at least the last five centuries, knowledge—be it ‘pure’
or applied, elaborated in universities or in other places—has been of
crucial interest to power .̂ Over time, there have been a number of differ-
ent Bregimes of knowledge production^, varying in terms of Bwhere
knowledge has been produced and with which particular interests in
mind^ (ibid.).

13 The online survey received 384 responses. See http://www.scientists.
org.nz/blog/2014/survey-on-the-proposed-code-of-public-engagement
14 All comments from http://www.scientists.org.nz/blog/2014/survey-on-
the-proposed-code-of-public-engagement
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An understanding of institutional context is thus necessary
for a more nuanced analysis of scientists’ outreach and en-
gagement practices. Both the type of institution and the overall
operating context for science institutions are relevant. As with
the politics of fields, these will differ from country to country.
We therefore propose that a second approach to initiating re-
flexive practice would be scientists exploring their own un-
derstanding of the institutional context of their work, how this
might influence their practices as scientists and scientist-com-
municators, and whether any of this can be communicated to
the public.

Personal assumptions about science and the public

As noted above, scientists are typically trained to regard the
scientific process as a unique route to the truth about the
world. A third focus of reflexivity is therefore the scientist’s
own assumptions about the nature and value of science as well
as about the various publics being addressed. What is the
nature of the scientist’s commitment to science and what are
the implications of that for how the scientist communicates
science?What are the scientists assumptions about and expec-
tations for the public? What are seen as appropriate roles for
the public in the outreach process? Is the public seen as dia-
logue-capable? Is science something about which there can or
should be a dialogue (with the public)?

The answers to these are linked to assumptions about what
counts as valid knowledge and how it comes to be accepted as
valid. Do scientists have a monopoly of relevant knowledge?
What kind of role for non-scientists is legitimate?What are the
limits of that role? Similarly, what are the limits of science? In
which societal arenas, or science-related issues, should sci-
ence and scientists dominate, and in which should they play
a more subordinate but contributory role (i.e, what is the le-
gitimate jurisdiction of science, and when does science’s claim
to authority become ‘scientistic’?)? And finally, how do these
views shape the scientist’s own goals for or methods of
outreach?

This can be termed epistemological reflexivity. Calls for
epistemological reflexivity feature in the literature on transdis-
ciplinary research for sustainability because it is essential to
enabling that research to move beyond an Bunstructured
pluralism^ that construes Bscientific reliability and social le-
gitimacy as distinct requirements that have to be pursued in
parallel and traded off against each other^ (Popa et al. 2015) to
one that Bproduces new knowledge by integrating different
scientific and extra-scientific insights [and] … contribute[s]
to both societal and scientific progress^ (Jahn et al. 2012).
We argue that it is also key to transforming public engagement
with science, in part for scientists to be able to understand (and
possibly participate in) the expectations held for engagement
by some PES scholars and some publics. But it can be ex-
tremely challenging, as our literature experiment showed;

indeed, much research on transdisciplinary research has found
this area to be a key sticking point (Evans and Marvin 2006;
Jahn et al. 2012; Popa et al. 2015).

We therefore propose that a third important facet of reflex-
ivity involves scientists critically examining their personal
assumptions about science and the public and how these as-
sumptions shape their outreach efforts.

Barriers to achieving reflexivity

A number of barriers to achieving reflexivity have already
been suggested. For example, the training scientists typically
receive can make it difficult for them to conceptualise the non-
scientist public as anything other than recipients for expert
knowledge. As we have demonstrated, putting a stack of
PES articles on their desks is unlikely to rectify this. The
literature does not Bspeak for itself^ to scientists.

Further, there are few professional incentives for scientists
to invest additional time or energy into critical reflection about
outreach, especially as the outreach activities themselves may
already be regarded (by the scientists or their institutions) as a
distraction from the Breal work^ of scientific research.15 As a
result, there is currently little scholarly analysis by scientists
about their individual or collective outreach activities, and
outreach efforts are rarely subject to scholarly scrutiny
(Davies et al. 2009). In addition, there is very little analytical
literature about outreach, or engagement, aimed at scientists,
from which they can learn and to which they can contribute.
The literature on outreach is instead dominated by short opin-
ion pieces—typically urging scientists to do more outreach, or
describing outreach activities (e.g. Leshner 2007; Reddy
2010; Gupta et al. 2013)—while the literature on engagement
generally speaks past scientists rather than to them (as we
discuss above). The lack of higher level interrogation of sci-
entists’ outreach (either by the scientists themselves or by
social scientists directed at scientists) means that these activi-
ties tend to occur in a knowledge vacuum, are generally de-
veloped based on Bwhat feels right^ and personal or institu-
tional motivations, and are neither informed by theory nor
informing research in this field. For example, the assumption
that greater scientific literacy correlates with greater public
support for controversial science has been tested and rejected
in STS and related fields (see, for example, Gross 1994; Irwin
and Wynne 1996; House of Lords 2000; Bucchi and Neresini
2002), yet still prevails within the scientific community
(Davies 2008; Winstanley 2012; and as demonstrated by the
New Zealand National Science Panel 2013). Significant re-
sources are therefore being invested in activities that are not
well thought-out (because of a lack of understanding and

15 This holds despite evidence demonstrating a positive relationship be-
tween academic achievement by scientists and their level of engagement
with outreach activities (Jensen et al. 2008; Bentley and Kyvik 2011).
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research on outreach), but are potentially having a significant
impact on how science is represented to society.

When scientists do publish accounts or evaluations of their
science-outreach work in peer-reviewed journals, it is gener-
ally in a publication focused on their specific science disci-
pline, often in the form of a report or opinion piece rather than
peer-reviewed research article, and only sometimes includes
reference to relevant PES literature (e.g. Huffman et al. 2008;
Salmon et al. 2011; Gupta et al. 2013; Davies and Glasser
2014). This further reduces the probability that theory and
practice related to public engagement activities by scientists
might inform each other. As a result, theoretical literature in
this field is dominated by social science scholars, while out-
reach activities by scientists remain uninformed by this theory.

Even where a scientist has the desire and interest to evalu-
ate his or her outreach activities, carry out a longer-term re-
search project, and share these results in peer-reviewed fora
related to PES and science communication, she or he is likely
to experience several barriers in this process.While journals in
these disciplines are entirely justified in rejecting articles that
do not fulfil their research requirements or accepted method-
ologies, the net effect of this is that (a) the scientific commu-
nity at large is not aware of opportunities to engage in schol-
arly dialogue about science communication and PES; and (b)
there is little systematic study of, or data collection related to,
outreach by scientists; with the result that (c) science outreach
activities remain under-researched and uninformed by theory.

Strategies for fostering reflexivity

How might we overcome these barriers to reflexivity and en-
courage both Breflective practice^ and Bpractical reflection^
(Irwin 2014)? Below, we explore a range of strategies that
could contribute to this goal.

Education and training

Traditional science education does not encourage the kind of
reflexivity we have discussed here. Fostering such skills
would ideally be incorporated into science education curricula
through high school, undergraduate, and post-graduate stud-
ies. This is not, however, a new suggestion (see, eg, Sadler
et al 2006; Hoover et al 2009; Barakat and Jiao 2010; Pohl
et al. 2010) and is vulnerable to a number of problems, includ-
ing school teachers feeling ill-prepared and lacking appropri-
ate resources to tackle controversial issues; Bcrowded^ science
curricula at university; and the difficulties of instilling an ori-
entation at odds with much of the rest of the curriculum.

Opportunities to explore these ideas do not stop with uni-
versity, however. Indeed, such concepts and approaches may
become more relevant and useful to the professional scientist
who finds him- or herself engaging with the public on

societally-relevant issues, something that is unlikely to occur
to the student or early-career researcher (Salmon and Priestley
2015). The lack of attention to science communication in sci-
entists’ training has been acknowledged by a wide range of
Bscience-media training^ activities that are now available in
many countries. In New Zealand, for example, the Science
Media Centre offers a Science Media Savvy workshop that
is designed to Bincrease confidence and enhance media skills
in scientists and researchers^ and Boffers strategies to success-
fully navigate a range of media encounters, with take-home
lessons that apply to equally to improving stakeholder engage-
ment, funding applications, public talks and outreach^
(Science Media Savvy). While these training activities tend
to focus on public communication and media skills, they
could also incorporate a basic introduction to consideration
of the politics of field, institutional context, and personal as-
sumptions within which the scientist operates.

Scientist engagement at science conferences

Science conferences also present an opportunity to explore
these ideas in an environment that is familiar to scientists,
and therefore less threatening or alienating than typical social
science fora where such concepts are typically discussed. We
explored this idea at two international science conferences
[references deleted to maintain the integrity of the review pro-
cess], through an oral and poster presentation, both of which
were presented by Bthe scientist^ authoring this paper. In both
cases, we chose to use images to describe concepts, rather than
words, cognizant that words are interpreted differently by each
individual, possibly with negative connotations. One such fig-
ure, representing a Breflected scientist communicator^, who
looks in the mirror and sees an entirely positive reflection
returned, made many conference delegates smile, laugh, and
nod in recognition of the caricature of either themselves or a
colleague. The use of humour, imagery, and introduction of
the concepts by a member of the science community, appeared
to be a successful combination for opening up this conversa-
tion in a non-threateningmanner. These presentations have led
directly to requests by major national science agencies for
further conversations with their scientists about these ideas,
despite the fact that far more established PES scholars live
closer and have been operating in this field for longer than
the presenting author. While this does not constitute evidence
of the success of this approach, it is an example of a non-
confrontational approach worth exploring to encourage initial
steps in reflexive practice.

New metrics for evaluating outreach

Neresini and Bucchi (2010) provide a compelling argument
for the need for new indicators for public engagement activi-
ties that indicate quality over quantity, identifying factors such
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as an Bintention to learn from experience and obtain relevant
feedback^ (p. 11) rather than delivery of activities that appear
to be mostly a Bgoodwill exercise^.

The establishment of suchmetrics, developed and endorsed
by the PES community, would provide a tangible bridge be-
tween theory and practice—a tool that scientists and institu-
tions could use to assess their outreach activities according to
metrics and approaches that are grounded in PES theory.
While such metrics alone would clearly not be enough to
stimulate the kind of reflexive practice we advocate here, they
could provide indicators around the goals of PES as well as
mechanisms by which individuals would be encouraged to
consider the different contexts and assumptions within which
their outreach activities occur. Further, the development of
such metrics would provide an opportunity to encourage in-
stitutional, as well as individual, reflexivity. An example of
such an approach is demonstrated by Haywood and Besley’s
(2014) recommendations for indicators of success in partici-
patory science (or Bcitizen science^) programmes.

A second approach to validating Bquality over quantity^
would be to utilise a portfolio-based peer-review approach
such as that recommended for the assessment of the creative,
artistic, and design disciplines in tertiary institutions (Moore
2003). Thus, instead of measuring the success of a dialogue
event by attendance numbers, Bimpact^ or Bcalibre^ might
instead be demonstrated by a portfolio including references
provided by external PES scholars, reports in the media, and
anonymous participant feedback, as well as an evaluation or
assessment exercise. The development of helpful metrics and
feedback processes cannot, however, occur without prior re-
flection upon and clarity about what constitute appropriate
goals for outreach.

Interdisciplinary and transdisciplinary research
programmes and collaborations

Jahn et al (2012) argue that Bbringing reflexivity into process-
es of knowledge production is both the claim and main pur-
pose of the transdisciplinary research practice.^ Indeed, re-
flexivity is not only a goal of, but also a challenge for, trans-
disciplinary research (TR),16 which attempts to integrate
knowledge from both scientists and social scientists as well
as from non-academic collaborators (Popa et al. 2015). A
successful TR programme would almost certainly produce
more reflexive scientist-communicators. However, TR is

difficult, and reflexivity does not emerge automatically from
it but rather must be deliberately cultivated (Jahn et al. 2012;
Popa et al. 2015; Pohl 2010).

One recommendation to foster reflexivity might, therefore,
be a requirement by funders for multi-disciplinary teams or
even transdisciplinary research designs, which in turn requires
a dedication among the researchers to confront exactly the
kinds of misunderstandings and identity-challenges we dis-
cuss here. However, such a commitment to TR assumes the
scientists involved are already convinced of the need to bring
other Bknowledges^ into the mix. That is to say, they’re likely
to already be reflexive scientists, or on a journey towards
reflexivity, as we have described it here.

We therefore take a step back in this recommendation and
ask, instead, what processes and mechanisms might Bopen the
door^ for scientists to consider engaging in such TR
programmes and collaborations? Looking again to ourselves
for insight into Btipping points^ that stimulated our interest in
such conversations and collaborations, the scientist was
strongly influenced by experiences on an art-science expedi-
tion related to climate change (Cape Farewell 2009), and the
science writer by her involvement in a protest movement
against nuclear weapons testing followed by employment by
a nuclear science research institute (Priestley 2012 p.vi).
Following these key experiences, collaborations by both with
artists, educators, indigenous communities, NGOs, writers,
historians, and policy-makers continued to foster this growing
awareness of different perspectives on, assumptions about,
and social and political influences on, science and scientists.
These varied experiences and conversations were critical for
developing the dialogue-capable state required for the process
documented here.

A first step on the journey to reflexivity may thus be
any of a wide range of scientist collaborations with non-
scientists. Becoming aware of different perspectives in this
way may be more likely to trigger an openness to further
exploration than being initially confronted with the PES or
STS literature. Examples include art-science collaborations,
cross-disciplinary placements and secondments, multi-
disciplinary conferences and symposia, citizen science
programmes, and new opportunities offered through inno-
vative digital technologies.17 Our recommendation thus is
to encourage the proliferation of such opportunities.

Opportunities for collaboration and publication

Based on our own experience, we believe one of the most
promising strategies for promoting reflexivity is to create

16 There are no standardised definitions in this area. Here we take inter-
disciplinary research to mean research involving multiple academic dis-
ciplines and requiring some degree of interaction (not simply separate,
parallel tracks) among them. In contrast, transdisciplinary research not
only involves multiple academic disciplines, including social as well as
biophysical scientists, but also non-academic collaborators, and requires
communication and even integration across different types of knowledge
and epistemological approaches.

17 For examples of such activities see: http://capefarewell.com/; http://
www.hkw.de/en/programm/projekte/2014/anthropozaen_curriculum/
anthropozaen_curriculum_1.php; http://blogs.plos.org/citizensci/2015/
01/21/propose-join-citizen-science-hackfest-project/; http://www.
macdiarmid.ac.nz/event/pounamu/ [all accessed February 23, 2015]
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opportunities for collaboration between outreach practitioners
and PES scholars in the production of a peer-reviewed aca-
demic publication. We imagined a scientist writing about out-
reach and being read, in draft, by a PES scholar who then
queries some of the assumptions underlying the article, thus
encouraging the scientist to make these explicit (to himself/
herself and/or to the reader). Understandably, however, in the
current peer-review process, there are few incentives or pro-
fessional rewards for social scientists to either become men-
tors for these scientists, or to invest considerable time provid-
ing feedback as anonymous journal reviewers. Thus we sug-
gest that a way forwardmay be to develop a publication model
wherein this kind of peer-reviewer gets named credit on a
publication (cf. Frontiers family of journals18), enhanced rec-
ognition in the peer-review process (cf. Lane 2013) or even
becomes a co-author.

Unfortunately, scientists might also be actively discouraged
to invest time in such publications due to the funding system
or national research assessment exercises (e.g. Moed 2008;
Northcott and Linacre 2010; Abramo et al. 2011). In order
for this recommendation to be practical therefore, such assess-
ment exercises would need to acknowledge, and even reward
or encourage, cross-disciplinary collaboration.

This collaborative process should not be a one-way street.
We also envision the process in reverse: PES scholars writing
about engagement being read in draft by (or discussed with)
an outreach practitioner. This is one road to Bpractical
reflection^ on the part of PES scholars. It would also make
such articles more accessible to scientist-communicators by
enabling the reviewer to identify areas that are likely to cause
misunderstanding or mystification for those readers. In the
process, the scientist reviewer would also engagemore closely
with the concepts and literatures therein, thus creating another
mechanism for fostering reflexivity and stimulating dialogue
on this topic. Indeed, to make the scholarly field of PES ac-
cessible to scientists, opportunities must be created in which
they are able to contribute, engage, and inform the field, not
just Blisten to the experts^ and read their work—anything less
would be to implement another form of the deficit model, one
in which the scientists are seen to be simply deficient of
knowledge about PES with nothing to contribute to the field
themselves.

If such opportunities for collaboration were created, there
remain difficulties in finding an appropriate venue for publi-
cation of this research, such that it is readily accessible both by
those involved in outreach Bpractice^ and by those who study
and critique such practice. Existing structures fail in this re-
gard, so we argue again for a new model. With the develop-
ment of online publishing and aggregation tools, several new
publication models could be imagined in which scientists are
able to publish and read within their own academic discipline,

but these same articles are peer-reviewed by scholars in PES,
and also collated through a mechanism that brings together
both theory and practice in one place. By mentoring, and
creating opportunities for scientists to explore their experi-
ences through these varied fora, we would not only gain a
wealth of data about currently undocumented activities, but
also encourage greater engagement with research in this field
by these scientist-communicators, and greater connection be-
tween theory and practice.

Recognising that the scientists involved in this process do
not hold—or necessarily desire—the disciplinary expertise of
PES scholars, alternative systems could also be developed that
enable scientists to share their data and experiences in a re-
search context without the expectation of needing to
Bcompete^ within the same literature and theoretical ground-
ing. Such processes could also serve as a mechanism for
Bopening the door to reflexivity ,̂ as discussed above.
Examples could include inclusion in a broader PES research
project,19 contribution to a database of outreach activities (cf.
Metcalfe 2012) or documentation in a science publication (cf.
Corbin and Katz 2012). This would also provide a mechanism
for capture of a much wider range of data about science out-
reach in general, an issue identified by Bauer and Jensen
(2011).

Disaggregation of the monolith of science

Social-science scholarship, especially that in PES and STS,
could also play a greater role in fostering reflexivity.
Scholarship in PES (and science communication) could domore
to disaggregate the monolithic way in which science is some-
times represented in this literature, in particular by becoming
more attentive to the politics of fields and institutional context
of the scientists who are interacting with the public. Scholarship
in STS could contribute by giving far more attention to the
political-economic and institutional contexts of science.
Indeed, a number of scholars have recently drawn attention to
the neglect of political economy (e.g. Goven and Pavone 2015;
Birch 2013; Lave, Mirowski, and Randalls 2010; Mirowski
2011; Tyfield 2012) and political institutions (e.g. Jasanoff and
Kim 2009; Nowotny 2014) within STS. Tyfield (2012, p.160)
has called STS Balmost constitutionally allergic to issues of
political economy ,̂ and Jasanoff and Kim (2009, p.120) ob-
serve that B[e]ven in highly political environments, STS re-
search tends to be drawn to scientific and technological innova-
tion as an end in itself, in preference to more complex relation-
ships among knowledge, its applications, and power .̂ Politics

18 http://www.frontiersin.org/ [accessed February 23, 2015]

19 As an example, the process of interviewing the geologists for this
study, and sending them our final submitted text, triggered substantial
conversations with two of them (separately) about these issues. One ge-
ologist later shared that the process had given him cause to reflect more on
why he does outreach and whether there were any political motivations
associated with his outreach efforts.
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in STS is often studied as micro-level relations within the pro-
cess of producing scientific knowledge or technological arte-
facts, quite divorced from institutional or structural contexts.
As a result, we lack the detailed analyses of the politics of fields
and institutions that could inform efforts at greater reflexivity by
scientist-communicators.

Such research would do even more to promote reflex-
ivity if it were carried out in collaboration with scientists.
As suggested by the comments from the NZAS survey in
Section 3.2 above, research in this area may well involve
(and benefit from) interviews with scientists. Extending this
involvement to encompass full collaboration (for example,
working with a scientist on an auto-ethnography) or a peer-
review process as described in the previous section would also
benefit this kind of research.

Conclusion

Scientists and PES scholars have traditionally understood the
concepts of Bscience communication^ and Bpublic engage-
ment with science^ in very different ways. The science com-
munity has traditionally been striving for public support of
science and trust of scientists, whereas the PES community
has been criticising both the public representation of science
and the lack of public influence over what counts as ap-
propriate development and use of science and technology.
These differences may reflect deeper differences in the
two groups’ understandings of the nature of science and
of the appropriate role of the wider public in relation to it.
However, they may also reflect a lack of communication
and/or mutual misunderstanding.

In order to Btransform public engagement on new and emerg-
ing technologies^, we argue that scientist-communicators and
PES scholars must engage in a process of co-production of
knowledge about outreach/engagement. We have shown that
the PES literature will not Bspeak for itself^ to scientists, but
rather its terms and concepts must be interpreted and even ne-
gotiated with the scientists, and scientist-communicators, who
are essential to putting many of the PES literature’s proposals
into practice. We have argued that the politics of the field, the
institutional context, and personal assumptions are key areas
about which the scientist-communicator will ideally be reflex-
ive. We have noted barriers to the development of reflexivity
and some strategies for overcoming them, particularly various
forms of collaborative writing. The goal of this process is to
mentor, encourage, and support a Breflexive scientist^, one
who is familiar with (and can contribute to) the critical PES
literature; thoughtful and clear about the goal of his or her public
engagement activities; and capable of critically analysing the
relation between those activities and the politics of his or
her own field, the relevant institutional context, and his or
her own personal assumptions. Such reflexive practice, we

argue, could make a major contribution to effective public
engagement for sustainability.
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